
 

ERGONAUT LEGION 

Is the official reward program for ERGO. Individuals who 

would like to earn rewards (ERGO Gold      ) must sign up 

for an ERGONAUT Legion Account at:

 https://www.ergogrips.net/legion


ERGO Gold       is earned on qualifying items 

purchased on www.ergogrips.net and the ERGO store. 


Gold         cannot be accrued or used on business accounts or call-in orders. 


Gold         can also be earned by completing various items such as surveys, 
product reviews, and other special qualifying events.


For every qualifying item you purchase as a member of ERGONAUT 
Legion, you’ll receive 3% back in ERGO Gold .


Gold  after earned will accumulate in your    ERGONAUT Gold Vault. 
ERGONAUTS can use the Gold  as a discount on future purchases to 
reduce your order total by decreasing the amount owed for merchandise. 

ERGO Gold   is not applicable towards shipping charges nor applicable 
taxes and is not a payment method.


ERGONAUTS will have early access to information about upcoming 
events & gear.


If an online purchase is made without logging into your ERGONAUT 
Legion account first, you have 90 days to submit your order to customer 
service for Gold   to be credited to your account. These orders must be 
placed with the same name and email as the one on the ERGONAUT 
Legion account. 


ERGO Gold   can only be used for purchases of qualifying products on 
www.ergogrips.net or at the ERGO Store and cannot be redeemed for 
cash or combined with credit.


Additional Terms of Services:
All ERGO Gold earned in your account has an expiration date based on the original date of issue. You can view the 
expiration date of all your accumulated ERGO Gold found under the “ERGO Gold” section in your account. ERGO Gold 
cannot be used following expiration.  You’ll receive your ERGO Gold once your item ships. ERGO Gold cannot be 
transferred from one account to another. ERGO reserves the right to terminate ERGO Gold, adjust expiration dates, and 
modify any terms or conditions related to ERGO Gold, to the extent permitted by law.  If ERGO Gold was rewarded for the 
purchase of an item, and this item is returned or canceled, the corresponding earned ERGO Gold will be voided.  When 
canceling or returning any item where ERGO Gold has been applied, any ERGO Gold applied to that item will be refunded 
back into your account with the original expiration date. Any refund on payment made will be provided in accordance with 
our Return Policy.  If the ERGO Gold earned from a purchase is used in any subsequent order, and the original item that 
qualified for earned ERGO Gold is returned or canceled, ERGO will refund the customer for the original order less the 
amount of the ERGO Gold redeemed in subsequent orders. At ERGO’s discretion, it may refuse the return.
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